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NATIONAL LEVEL
1. National Committee for Special Emergency situations (lead by MoI)
2. Department for Emergency Situations (under MoI)
   • General Inspectorate for Emergency situations
   • General Inspectorate for Aviation
   • Public Ambulance Service (only operational coordination)
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COUNTY LEVEL
1. County Committee for Emergency Situations (lead by county governor)

LOCAL LEVEL
1. Local Committee for Emergency Situations (lead by mayor)
Emergency evacuation

- For **sudden** emergency situations (fires, flash floods, chemical/nuclear accidents on roads, railways)

- For **predictible** emergency situations (floods in prone areas, factory chemical accidents)
Roles and responsibilities

To be evacuated:

- Localities established by national authorities
- Localities prone to chemical accidents, water dams failure, nuclear accidents/incidents
- Other localities where health/life of inhabitants are threatened by emergency situations (major fires, floods)
Roles and responsibilities

Evacuation organisation
- Central authorities (ministries, agencies)
- Local authorities
- County inspectorates for emergency situations
- Public and private companies
Roles and responsibilities

Evacuation organisation

- Based on **order** issued by National Committee president
- Sent to county authorities who transmit order to localities involved (needs to be evacuated and receiving evacuated people)
- Evacuation can be done in evacuees **camps** (tents) or **buildings** (cultural centers, sport arena/hall, schools)
2 counties
116 localities
30 000 ha flooded
2 800 persons evacuated
Evacuation operations Banat – Romania 2005
Small evacuees camp setup Banat - Romania 2005
Evolution in evacuation strategy

- containerized camps (until 2021)
- 8,000 people sheltered per total / days or 1-2 weeks
- accommodation facilities, mobile kitchen;
- 36 camps (200 persons / capacity - each camp)
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